Need for world-class plastic components?
- We would like to be in dialogue with you.
Delivery at agreed time, 0-error policy,
Transparency in pricing for customers, Your
products can be stored here, Guarantee of
compliance with ethical rules.
Manufacture of molds and special equipment, We act as
customer's external internal product development
facility, Production 24/7, ISO 9001 certified and working
according to ISO 13485 in clean room.

Highly specialized employees, a healthy and safe working
environment, knowledge sharing with customers,
suppliers and employees.

Kühn is a small company in Denmark with 20 dedicated employees, we can quickly switch
production setup to your needs, we have the machines, the measuring equipment and the
capacity when you need our assistance and services.
CAD / CAM
30 injection molding machines
Micro injection molding machines
6 axis CNC robots
3 axis CNC robots
Traditional inlet robots
Box Exchanger Systems
Specific production lines
Machines for finishing
Polishing Technology
Assembly and mounting
Measurement Laboratory
Kühn A/S, Elektronvej 3, DK-2670 Greve, Phone: +45 4396 4041

We need statements from your industry,
do you want to help us?
We are part of a EU-project where SME Enterprises must become more visible to
potential customers - partly to maintain and expand the number of European jobs and
partly to increase the growth potential of European companies.

We have a 800 square meter top modern manufacturing section filled with robots which
enables us to service customers in the technical industry. We also have a 700 square meter
newly built state-of-the-art cleanroom section. Both sections work according to LEAN
concepts.
But we lack knowledge about what makes customers in your industry interested in us.
We therefore need input regarding:
-How can we make us visible to people who make purchases in your company?
-Who may we contact?
-How can we qualify to become a supplier to your company?

Please respond by mail to Jesper Damm, CEO, jd@jjkyhn.dk,
or by phone +45 22134304.
We would like to meet you for a non-committal meeting and you are always welcome to visit
us.
We hope for your positive contribution,
THANKS
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